Summer Reading List 2019

Check out Destiny

(under the Library Media Center tab at www.lancasterschools.org)

for more information on a title!

Historical Fiction

Bartoletti, Susan – *The Boy Who Dared*

Boyne, John – *The Boy in the Striped Pajamas*

Bradley, Kimberly Brubaker– *The War that Saved My Life*

Curtis, Christopher Paul - *Bud, Not Buddy*

Gleitzman, Morris- *Once* series

Gratz, Alan- *Projekt 1065*

Haddix, Margaret- *Uprising*

Hesse, Monica- *The Girl in the Blue Coat*

Hopkinson, Deborah- *How I became a spy: a mystery of WWII London*

Martin, Ann M. - *Here Today*

Morpurgo, Michael- *War Horse*

Peck, Richard - *A Long Way from Chicago, A Year Down Yonder*

Sepetys, Ruta- *Salt to the Sea, Between Shades of Gray*

Spielgelman, Art - *Maus* and *Maus II*

Spinelli, Jerry – *Milkweed*
Dystopian

Anderson, M.T. – Feed
Aveyard, Victoria - The Red Queen series
Collins, Suzanne- The Hunger Games series
Dashner, James- The Maze Runner series,
Evans, Richard Paul- Michael Vey series
Lu, Marie- The Young Elites series, Legend trilogy
Roth, Veronica- Divergent series
Weyn, Suzanne - The Bar Code Tattoo and The Bar Code Rebellion
Stiefvater, Maggie- The Raven Boys

Mystery

Carter, Ally- The Heist Society series; The Gallagher Girls series
Cooney, Caroline - The Face on the Milk Carton series, Driver’s Ed, Flash Fire, Code Orange
Duncan, Lois – Ransom, The Third Eye
Henry, April- The Night She Disappeared; The Body in the Woods
Lockhart, E.- We Were Liars, Genuine Fraud
Mackall, Dandi Daley- The Silence of Murder
McManus, Karen M- One of us is Lying, Two Can Keep a Secret
Schumacher, Julie – The Chain Letter
Fantasy

Coffer, Eoin – the “Artemis Fowl” books

DiCamillo, Kate - *Tale of Despereaux*

DuPrau, Jeanne - *City of Ember, The People of Sparks, The Prophet of Yonwood, The Diamond of Darkhold*

Funke, Cornelia – *Inkheart* series

Gaiman, Neil – *The Graveyard Book*

Lewis, C.S. - *The Chronicles of Narnia*

Lowenstein, Sallie – *Sender Unknown*

Mull, Brandon- *Five Kingdoms* series, *Fablehaven* series, *Beyonders* series

Nimmo, Jenny – the “Charlie Bone” books

Nolan, Han- *Dancing on the Edge*

Pierce, Tamora – *The Will of the Empress*

Riordan, Rick – *The Lightning Thief*

Rowling, J.K. - “Harry Potter” series

Schusterman, Neal – *Downsiders*

Shan, Darren - *Cirque du Freak* series

Tolkien, J.R.R. - “*Lord of the Rings*” trilogy and *The Hobbit*
**Realistic Fiction**

Benjamin, Ali - *The Thing About Jellyfish*

Anderson, Laurie Halse – *Speak*

Barr, Emily - *The One Memory of Flora Banks*

Benwell, Sarah - *The Last Leaves Falling*

Benway, Robin - Emmy & Oliver

Bloor, Edward – *Tangerine*

Cody, Elizabeth - *Lily B. on the Brink of Cool* (Series)

Creech, Sharon – *Replay*

Crutcher, Chris – *Ironman; Staying Fat for Sarah Byrns; Running Loose*

DiCamillo, Kate - *Because of Winn-Dixie; The Tiger Rising; Raymie Nightingale*

Draper, Sharon- *Out of My Mind*

Haddix, Margaret Peterson- *The Summer of Broken Things*

Hiaasen, Carl – *Hoot, Chomp*

Hunt, Lynda Mullaly- *One for the Murphy’s*

Konigsburg, E.L. - *A View from Saturday, The Outcasts of 19 Schuyler Place*

Korman, Gordon - *No More Dead Dogs, Son of the Mob, Schooled*

Lippincott, Rachel- *Five Feet Apart*

Lynch, Chris – *Ice Man*

Martin, Ann M. - *A Corner of the Universe*

MacLachlan, Patricia- *The Poet’s Dog*
Myers, Walter Dean - *Monster; Slam!*

Philbrick, Rodman - *Freak the Mighty*

Reynolds, Jason - *Long Way Down, Ghost, Patina*

Sachar, Louis - *Small Steps*

Schusterman, Neal - *The Shadow Club; The Schwa Was Here*

Shreve, Susan - *Under the Watson’s Porch*

Spinelli, Jerry - *Maniac Magee; Stargirl*

Weeks, Sarah - *So B. It*

**Graphic Novels**

Hale, Nathan - all of his graphic novels

Kibuishi, Kazu - *Amulet* series

Kondo, Robert - *The Dam Keeper* series

Lewis, John - *March* Trilogy

Phelan, Matt - *Snow White: A Graphic Novel*

Telgemeier, Raina - *Smile, Drama, Sisters*

Yang, Gene Luen - *American Born Chinese*
NonFiction

Bissinger, J.G. - *Friday Night Lights*

Freedman, Russell - *Vietnam: A History of the War*

Jarrow, Gail - *Lincoln’s Flying Spies*

Losure, Mary - *Wild Boy*

Meissner, David and Kim Richardson - *Call of the Klondike*

McCormick, Patricia - *The Plot to Kill Hitler: Dietrich Bonhoeffer: Pastor, Spy, Unlikely Hero*

Sandler, Martin W. - *The Impossible Rescue*

Sheinkin, Steve - *The Notorious Benedict Arnold, Bomb, The Port Chicago 50*

Swanson, James L. - *Chasing Lincoln’s Killer*

Sports

Bowen, Fred - *Full Court Fever, Golden Glove*

Brouwer, Sigmund - “Sports Mysteries” series and “Short Cut Sports Mysteries” series

Cheripko, Jan - *Imitate the Tiger*

Christopher, Matt - *The Kid Who Only Hit Homers*

Deuker, Carl - *On the Devil’s Court, Painting the Black*

Green, Tim - *Football Genius* series, *Baseball Great* series

Lupica, Mike - *Hero; Heat; Travel Team*
Humor
Anderson, John David- *Sidekicked*
Avi- *Never Mind* (with Rachel Vail)
Korman, Gordon- *Ungifted; No More Dead Dogs, Restart*

Science Fiction
Card, Orson Scott - *Ender's Game* series
Farmer, Nancy - *The Ear, the Eye and the Arm; The House of the Scorpion*
Haddix, Margaret Peterson - *Among the Hidden* series
L’Engle, Madeline - *A Wrinkle in Time* and sequels
O’Brien, Robert - *Z for Zachariah*
Oppel, Kenneth- *Boundless*
Yancey, Richard- *The 5th Wave* series

Adventure
Clements, Andrew - *A Week in the Woods*
Fukuda, Andrew Xia- *The Hunt* trilogy
Horowitz, Anthony- the “Alex Rider” series
Goodman, Carol- *The Metropolitans*
Korman, Gordon- *Framed* series
Paulsen, Gary - any of the “Brian” books
White, Wade Albert- *The Adventurer’s Guide to Treasure* series
Vanderpoole, Clare- *Navigating Early*